
NEWPORT HIGH SCHOOL 

 

SYLLABUS 

 

Course: Physical Education 

 

Type: Required for all Freshmen 

 

Instructor: Mr. Richardson 

 

Prep Period: TBA 

 

Email: Ollie.richardson@lincoln.k12.or.us 

 

Phone: (541) 265-9281 ext. 231 

 

 

 

Course Description 

 

Course 

Overview: 

Physical Education is a course designed to assist students in becoming life-long movers through a 

variety of fitness tests, cardiovascular activities, sports, and games.  

Significant 

Deadlines for 

the Semester: 

 

Course 

Passing 

Criteria: 

Students must earn a 60% or better in the grade book and have completed and passed 60% of the 

required Oregon State Physical Education Standards in order to receive a passing grade for this 

class. 

Grading 

Criteria: 

Grades will be based on a daily point system reflecting The Oregon State Physical Education 

standards. 

 

Marks in 

Pinnacle: 

In addition to point grades, the following marks may be used in the pinnacle grade book: 
● X = an excused assignment (no impact on your grade) 
● R = a revision of your assignment is required for grading 
● IN = a revision of your assignment, one which assess a standard, is required for grading 
● Z = missing work, never turned in 
● T = turned in work, not yet graded 
● 0 = student received zero points on work turned in 
● Blank = teacher has not yet processed the paper work/due date pending 

Textbook: Journal given out by teacher to all students, will be kept in classroom. 

 

Required 

Materials: 

Students will be required to dress down for PE daily, as it is included in their grade. Attire should 

differ from what they are wearing to school and should include appropriate physical education 

clothing and shoes.  

 

Suggested 

Materials: 

We will attempt to have class outside as often as possible, therefore students should also bring 

sweatshirts/jackets as well as shoes for participating in outdoor activities. 
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Standards Assessment 

 

Course 

Standards: 

Demonstrate Knowledge of a Variety of Motor Skills 

PE.HS.EE.01 Demonstrate competency (basic skills) in complex versions of three or more of the 

following categories of movement forms and more advanced skills in one or more movement forms. 

 

Understand and Apply Movement Concepts 

PE.HS.EE.02 Utilize the following components to critique an activity: skills and strategies, use of 

feedback, positive and negative aspects of personal performance, appropriate practice and 

conditioning procedures. 

 

Fitness for Lifetime 

Demonstrate knowledge of a physically active lifestyle. 

PE.HS.FL.01 Participate in physical activities and evaluate personal factors that impact 

participation. 

PE.HS.FL.02 Through physical activity, understand ways in which personal characteristics, 

performance styles, and activity preferences will change over the life span 

. 

Understand the meaning of physical fitness and how personal fitness can be improved 

and maintained using a health-related fitness assessment as one tool for measuring. 

PE.HS.FL.03 Assess and analyze personal health-related fitness status. 

 

Understand appropriate and positive behavior management (social skills) and respect for 

all individual differences, including gender, ethnicity, and physical ability during physical 

activity. 

PE.HS.SM.01 Analyze and apply rules, procedures, and etiquette that are safe and effective for 

specific activities/situations. 

PE.HS.SM.02 Apply conflict resolution strategies in appropriate ways and analyze potential 

consequences when confronted with unsportsman-like behavior. 

 

Standard 

Assessment 

Policy: 

Students will have multiple attempts to meet standards throughout the year through a variety of 

activities. 

 

Standard 

Make-Up 

Policy: 

Each student will be given multiple opportunities to pass each standard. 

1. The initial standard assessment 

2. If a student fails the standard or misses the assessment or is seeking to improve their 

score, they will be given three weeks from the original assessment date to make up the standard. 

See each teacher’s make up policy for times.  

3.  Should a student fail the standard a second time, they will be given a final opportunity to 

meet the standard during “retake week” the week before final exams each semester. 
4.  The latest score from any attempt will be the score placed into Pinnacle. 

 

Late Work 
Policy: 

Students who have an excused absence will have an opportunity to do make-up work within 3 
weeks of their absence. Students with an unexcused absence will have an opportunity for make-up 

work with a significant decrease in their grade for that assignment. 

 

 

 

General Policies 

 



Accommo-

dations: 

Students seeking accommodations on an assignment, assessment, or for 

other general classroom activities should submit an accommodation request. 

 

Technology: In accordance with school policy, cell phones, iPods, etc. are not allowed in class from bell to bell. If 

any piece of technology is seen or heard during class, regardless of whether or not it is in use, it will 
be confiscated and turned over as per school policy. If permission is granted to one student to use 

their technology for a momentary academic purpose, it is not to be assumed that permission is 

extended to anyone else. 

Plagiarism:  Any instance of either will result in consequences determined by the Administration. You will also 

receive a “0” on the assignment. 

Tardy: Each student is allowed 3 tardy marks per semester. After the third tardy, detention will 

be assigned for each successive tardy noted. Students will also lose daily points for each 

tardy which will result in a deduction in their grade. 

Disclaimer The teacher has the right to change or alter the syllabus at any point throughout the year. 

  

  

 


